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from the wider industry. No stone is 
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Browse our associate directory to find 
the professional help you’ve been 
looking for.

Welcome to the latest edition and new look CCTA Magazine. You 
may notice that we've made some changes to the format, which 
allow for improved readability on desktops, laptops and tablets. We 
recommend reading in 'full screen mode' for optimal viewing. 

Since the last issue a few months ago, there have been some big 
developments. We have seen changes at the most senior level 
within the Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) and sadly, Provident 
Financial’s departure from the home-collected credit market. 

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) has continued with 
additional guidance as a result of the pandemic but also its regular 
consultations, making it a busy time for firms.  

This edition includes a range of topics that remain high on the 
agenda for the alternative lending sector which I hope you will find 
interesting. Given the current mixture of attention on the impact of 
Covid-19, vulnerability and the new Consumer Duty proposed by the 
FCA, we have a range of articles exploring these topics. 

Our Chairman Greg Stevens shares the journey that led us to the 
proposed duty and the opportunities it might create for Claims 
Management Companies (CMCs). 

TransUnion explore the impending regulation of the buy now, 
pay later sector and Christians Against Poverty look at the recent 
changes to Debt Relief Orders. We also hear from the Illegal Money 
Lending Unit about how the pandemic has affected illegal lenders 
and the ways in which they exploit their victims. 

You will also find the usual news from a legal and regulatory 
perspective, alongside contributions from members and 
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stakeholders alike. From the CCTA team there is an exploration on 
the current state of the market and a look at our recent engagement 
with the media. 

At the time of writing, we are awaiting details of the next steps 
around Covid-19 restrictions. I really hope that by the time the next 
edition is published we will be able to meet in person to discuss 
some of these issues in greater detail. 

upcoming events
CREDIT SERVICES ASSOCIATION: ANNUAL CONFERENCE  
9 September 2021   •   Newcastle   •   details
 
CREDIT-CONNECT: ONLINE TECHNOLOGY THINK TANK  
16 September 2021   •   Virtual   •   details 
 
MALG ANNUAL CONFERENCE  
28 October 2021   •   London   •   details 
 
CREDIT-CONNECT: AWARDS CEREMONY 
4 November 2021   •   Manchester   •   details

CREDIT STRATEGY: CREDIT AWARDS 
14 December 2021   •   London   •   details
 
CCTA SPRING 2022 CASUAL DINNER & CONFERENCE 
26 & 27 April 2022   •   details tba

https://www.csa-uk.com/mpage/ukccc
https://www.credit-connect.co.uk/collections-technology-think-tank/
https://malg.org.uk/conference/
https://www.credit-connect.co.uk/events-2-2/
https://www.creditstrategy.co.uk/credit-awards


Jason Wassell
CEO 

CCTA

As we move into the second part of this year, I continue to use 
this column to provide an update on where we are with some of 
the changes at the Consumer Credit Trade Association as well the 
challenges we all face as a sector and how you can help us.

You will have seen that the association continues to make changes 
to the way in which we work. CCTA Magazine has altered and will  
continue to do so with every edition. Elsewhere, communications are 
also being improved.

Our aim has been to return to three missions that drive the Consumer 
Credit Trade Association and create true value for the members. The 
first being our focus on advocacy. The CCTA is determined to create 
a stronger voice for our members. This has always been at the core of 
our association.  
 
We were established 130 years ago to represent our members, just as 
the regulation around new forms of credit were being developed. It is 
just as important that lenders have their say on current laws. 

Similarly, we have always been a source of information. We want to be a 
source of insight, much of which comes from discussions with officials, 
regulators, and politicians. Through new channels of communication, 
we want you to receive helpful insights at the right time.

Third. We want to create a network that is helpful to you. This will  
allow you to share experiences. Recognising that you are competitors, 
and these conversations need to be carefully handled. That has been 
harder with the restrictions of Covid-19, but we hope to get back to 
CCTA events soon.

THERE IS MORE NEED THAN EVER FOR THE CCTA 
Across our broad membership the experience varies but everyone 
is surely aware of some of the pressures that exist. For some sectors 
this comes from the unpredictable impact of Covid-19.

Those of you that attended our online Summer Summit will have 
heard about just two of those many impacts, both the economy and 
the regulatory expectations.

The economic issues are apparent, with the complete lock down 
of many sectors. One issue that has emerged is the polarisation of 
financial impact. For some, this has been the most difficult of times, 
for others it has been a time to pay off debt and build up their savings.

stronger together
MEMBER KNOWLEDGE IS OUR GREATEST ASSET
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You will find many financial predictions but there is a great deal of 
uncertainty. There is a growing consensus that the Government 
support schemes may have delayed some of the worst consequences. 
However, everyone seems to be holding their breath to find out what 
is going to happen next. 

In our discussions with the FCA they make clear that this will be high 
on their agenda and that much of their work will continue to look 
through the pandemic prism. How could it not be? This will ripple out 
for years to come.

For other firms, especially in high-cost credit, there has been 
regulatory pressure around issues of affordability and relending. 
This dates to before Covid-19, some sectors were already facing 
challenges, others could see first the indications of problems to come.

HISTORY IS REPEATING ITSELF 
When the news came that Provident Financial had decided to exit the 
home credit sector after 140 years, it was shocking, but unfortunately 
not a surprise to those watching alternative lending. It mirrors what 
took place in the sector a few years ago with high-cost short-term 
credit, previously known as payday lending. 

What first occurred in the high-cost short-term credit market has now 
spread to home credit and guarantor lending within only a few weeks 
of each other, as the future of Amigo Loans now looks uncertain. 

These are not firms on the edge of the market avoiding the 
regulators. These were front-of-centre companies shaping their 
markets. Surely this poses questions as to the conduct of the 
regulator during this period.

Unfortunately, the current regulatory framework is not working for 
the alternative lending market or its customers. In a principles-based 
system, so much relies on the interpretation of broad statements.

The idea of adding another layer, with the Duty of Care has to be 
deeply concerning for anyone with experience of current regulation. 
At our recent CCTA Council meeting we talked about how we tackle 
the challenges we face. They highlighted their concerns about this 
more recent regulatory proposal.

One of the great strengths of our Council is that it brings together 
a range of individuals that either lead or advise alternative lenders. 

Within that group are experiences and thinking 
that assist us with our strategic approach. That 
strength grows when you consider the size of 
the Consumer Credit Trade Association and the 
breadth of our membership. That is a depth of 
experience which places us in an expert position 
and supports our work.

UNDERSTANDING THE CUSTOMER
One of my biggest concerns, a frustration on many 
occasions, is that there continues to be a lack of 
understanding of the customers we serve and the 
financial need that you meet. I often think that this is 
the source of many misconceptions, the reason for 
regulatory initiatives that do not truly reflect the best 
interests of the population served by CCTA members. 

So, our appeal to our members, lenders, brokers, and 
associates is for your help in building our association 
and our messages. You will see more calls for 
information, and your help is of great value.

Tell us more about the customers you serve, the ways in 
which you help them move forward. And tell us about the 
things that concern you. Bring our attention to the issues 
you believe would be of interest to others. Both problems 
and opportunities. 

We are keen to hear from you. So, keep talking to us.

ONE OF THE GREAT STRENGTHS OF OUR 

COUNCIL IS THAT IT BRINGS TOGETHER A 

RANGE OF INDIVIDUALS THAT EITHER LEAD OR 

ADVISE ALTERNATIVE LENDERS. WITHIN THAT 

GROUP ARE EXPERIENCES AND THINKING THAT 

ASSIST US WITH OUR STRATEGIC APPROACH. 



significant review in eleven years. With a promised government study 
of the personal insolvency landscape on the horizon, it would be 
expected that further reviews may well be scheduled.

Following the Insolvency Service’s changes, the most significant 
remaining barrier to many people accessing a DRO is financial. 
Anyone seeking relief from their problem debt through this solution 
must pay a £90 fee. In the context of the people CAP help, 37% are 
sacrificing meals, 31% cannot afford basic toiletries, and 44% are 
unable to afford adequate clothing for themselves or their families. 
For this group of people, £90 is a week’s worth of food for their 
children or petrol in their car to get them to work. It’s money they 
cannot afford to put into their insolvency fee. That leaves them 
trapped in a situation where they are unable to afford any debt relief. 
In other words, you need to pay the person to throw you that rope 
before they’ll pull you out of the quicksand, but you’ve got no money 
in your pocket.

The next stage in helping those people who desperately need the 
relief of a DRO must come in the form of a review of these up-front 
fees. Support for these fees is minimal and often the burden is put 
onto these households in low income situations or on the generosity 
of charitable organisations to enable them to access it. As demand 
is only going to rise, the various sources of additional funds to assist 
destitute families with fees will be stretched even further, meaning 
even those made newly eligible for a DRO following these changes 
will struggle to access one.

The issue of non-listed debts is the other area still needing some 
consideration from the Insolvency Service. If a person goes through a 
DRO, they have to list all of their debts and balances. This isn’t always 
as simple as it seems, and missed debts or underestimated balances 
can cause huge problems further down the line. We have asked the 
Insolvency Service to try to understand just how difficult it can be for 
those in particularly vulnerable situations to have clarity on everything 
they owe; indeed, those who are most indebted can often struggle to 
keep track of it all.

Given the Insolvency Service’s response to our campaign asks, we are 
pleased they are willing and able both to listen and to implement the 
adjustments they have made. This conversation should not end here, 
however. The Insolvency Service and the government do need to 
keep reviewing DROs as a debt solution that should be accessible to 
all, regardless of their ability to pay. 

that sinking feeling
HELP FOR THOSE TRAPPED IN PROBLEM DEBT
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Christians Against Poverty

A DRO IS A PRETTY STURDY LOOKING 

ROPE...YET FOR MANY, IT IS A ROPE 

THAT IS OUT OF REACH, PERHAPS 

BECAUSE THEY HAVE TOO MUCH DEBT

I don’t imagine any of us has ever been stuck in quicksand in real 
life. We’ve seen it in TV shows or films; the brave hero or heroine 
struggling to escape as they’re slowly dragged down to their doom, 
desperately reaching for a branch or vine to pull themselves free. This 
is what I imagine being in problem debt can be like, feeling helpless 
as your struggle to escape only seems to make things worse.

As debt solutions go, a debt relief order (DRO) is a pretty sturdy 
looking rope. Designed originally for those with low income and 
minimal assets, it’s a form of insolvency that’s different from 
bankruptcy, while still offering complete relief from debt. It’s simple, 
effective, and easy to use. Yet for many, it is a rope that is out of 
their reach, perhaps because they have too much debt, or they 
have a car that’s worth ‘too much’. It seems unthinkable that you 
would choose not to throw someone the rope just because of 
how deep they were stuck in the sand.

Prior to the recent reforms, the income and assets eligibility 
criteria for a DRO have not changed since it first came into 
being eleven years ago. It has become clear to us that too 
many families are missing out on a life-changing chance at 
debt relief, or being forced to pay hundreds of pounds more to 
go through bankruptcy. In other words, you’re being forced to 
pay for a crane to pull you out of that quicksand.

It’s pleasing to see that the Insolvency Service has listened 
to CAP's campaign, as well as the evidence of many others, 
and revised the DRO entry criteria. They have agreed to lift 
the upper debt threshold of £20,000 to £30,000, doubled 
the asset limit, increased the surplus income threshold 
by 50%, and provided guidance that protects mobility 
scooters as an essential vehicle. 

As a result of these changes, the Insolvency Service 
predicts an additional 13,200 people will be able to 
access a DRO each year. From CAP’s perspective, 
we estimate that a further 8% of the people helped 
through our debt service will be saved from having to 
pay £680 in fees to go bankrupt. 

There will, however, come a point where the newly 
revised eligibility criteria will need to be reviewed 
even further, giving particular attention to those the 
DRO was designed to help. After all, this is the most 



GOOD RELATIONSHIPS IN THE MEDIA...HELP BUILD 

THE PROFILE OF THE ASSOCIATION AND ITS MEMBERS, 

WITH THE ULTIMATE AIM TO BECOME THE RECOGNISED 

HOME FOR AND AUTHORITY ON ALTERNATIVE CREDIT.

In the last edition of the magazine, I wrote about our political 
engagement. We explored why it is important to engage with 
the different groups and individuals that fall within that segment. 
While that work continues with meetings at HM Treasury and 
correspondence with the Financial Services Minister, this time I want 
to share some of our recent work around engaging with the media, 
another one of our key stakeholder groups.  

Unsurprisingly, there are a range of media outlets (online and in print) 
with a mixture of paid and freelance writers publishing stories. Some 
have a negative view of our sector, that is unlikely to change. Briefs 
rotate quickly and journalists cover a wide range of topics, making 
it more difficult to build relationships and get your stories and views 
into the right hands.  

Despite this, the media is still an area where we can share our 
strategic campaigns such as our work to protect access to credit. We 
can also engage on our priority issues, the Financial Ombudsman 
Service (FOS) and Claims Management Companies (CMCs) for 
example, depending on the interests of different journalists.  

In recent months, we have been working hard to develop our 
relationships with the media. This has been through a mixture of 
briefings, sharing of statements and comment, and responding to 
journalists that have written about the market. We have also gently 
pushed back on pieces that include misconceptions about the sector 
to make sure the information out there is up to date and based on fact.  

Good relationships in the media are useful to us for many reasons. It 
helps build the profile of the association and its members, with the 
ultimate aim to become the recognised home for and authority on 
alternative credit. It is also an excellent channel to use to promote 
and amplify our campaign to protect access to responsible credit.  

It also acts as a vehicle to deliver those messages to other 
stakeholders. Though we want good relationships with journalists 
we are ultimately trying to get these pieces (and the information 
included) to those that we need to influence and educate.  

There has been growing media attention in recent months, in some 
part driven by the departure of Provident from the home-collected 
market and the uncertainty over the future of Amigo Loans. This has 
drawn interest from across the media, keen to get an up-to-date 
picture of what is happening in the sector. 

Business journalists are interested in the ups and downs of big 
companies, particularly those with shareholders, while those with 
consumer briefs are keen to know about the customer and how they 
use the product. And of course, at the moment everyone is interested 
in the impact of Covid-19 and what this has meant for family finances 
and lending.  

When Provident and Amigo sparked press interest, it was important 
for us to point out the likely impact that market exit will have on 
consumers. This is a key part of our campaign to protect access to 
responsible credit.  

We were speaking to the media about the problems with the 
regulatory structure and CMCs, but ultimately trying to show 
the negative consequences for the customer if access to credit 
continues to be reduced.  

Our engagement has seen the CCTA feature in a range of pieces. 
We were quoted in a BBC online piece exploring the reasons behind 
Provident’s decision to withdraw from the home credit market. There 
was also an appearance in the Financial Times that explored the future 
of the sector. More recently we have seen coverage in a longer Reuters 
piece, looking at the impact of the complaints on firms. 

Our work on the side lines in briefing journalists, and highlighting 
various reports and research seems to be having an impact too. We 
have seen an increase in pieces investigating the state of illegal lending 
and the expected growth if access to alternative credit is restricted.  

There have also been a range of stories looking at both the Financial 
Conduct Authority (FCA) and the FOS. With the regulator we have 
seen coverage of its approach to CMCs and the new Consumer 
Duty it has proposed. On the FOS, journalists have explored if the 
FOS is fit for purpose, given the budget changes and an increasing 
backlog of complaints. All messages we have been pursuing.  

As Parliament turns a little quieter over the summer recess, we 
focus in on our media engagement- briefing new journalists and 
building connections for the future. We will be searching out 
data and research that supports our campaigns to share.  It is 
always interesting to hear from members if they have had any 
engagement with the media or have their own campaigns that 
we might be able to help support.   

message received
FOSTERING POSITIVE RELATIONSHIPS WITH THE MEDIA
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ability for BNPL agreements to affect their overall credit position. This 
reinforces the importance of consumers having easy access to their 
credit information and an awareness of how it is used within lending 
decisions, so they can monitor its accuracy. Education will be key, so 
that consumers understand how and why the data will be shared. 
 
For providers to retain and continue to grow their customer 
base, how they respond to this evolution will be fundamental in 
determining long-term sustainability and brand reputation. Alongside 
this, a key focus will be on maintaining a seamless customer journey 
alongside any additional checks to be conducted, so that the speed, 
ease, and convenience which have made this type of credit so 
popular are retained.  
 
AN AVENUE OF OPPORTUNITY
BNPL could be a ripe area for exploring potential partnerships 
between fintechs and traditional banks, bringing together core 
capabilities and differentiators to help meet customer needs and 
develop more personalised experiences.  
 
However, transparency will be crucial when it comes to joint 
initiatives, as trust is a key factor for UK consumers when choosing a 
finance provider. Over a third (36%) make their choice on that basis, 
according to TransUnion’s previous research, and that figure may well 
have risen in the wake of the pandemic. 
 
With new regulation coming into effect, existing fintech providers 
serving this market may want to expand their customer base with a 
broader financial offering. Here, a more traditional banking provider 
could bring the expertise and scale needed. 

Ultimately, the guiding principle for any strategic partnerships should 
be based on consumer needs. As we collectively come to terms with 
the financial shock of Covid-19, supporting customers and facilitating 
broader financial recovery must be the priority. 
 
BNPL fills a real need for consumers, which is only going to grow 
as financial instability remains likely post-pandemic, and it offers an 
alternative to high-interest credit cards. But by working collaboratively, 
BNPL providers, credit reference agencies and industry bodies can 
help navigate the path to better consumer protection, more informed 
risk assessments, and a more holistic view of an individual’s financial 
situation – while also maintaining the mass appeal that saw this form 
of credit become so popular in the first place. 

protecting consumers from the risk of overextending themselves.  
BNPL providers will have access to shared credit report data when 
making credit risk and affordability decisions, while non-BNPL 
lenders will be able to view the full extent of a consumer’s financial 
exposure, helping to guide more accurate assessments.  
 
The likely regulation would also bring about a route to support 
consumers with thin credit files in demonstrating their ability to make 
timely payments. This will be welcome at a time when economic 
turbulence means access to borrowing may be crucial for some. 
 
GETTING AHEAD OF REGULATORY CHANGES
While legislation is not yet in place, with the government and FCA 
still to consult with stakeholders on this topic, BNPL providers have a 
responsibility to recognise the roadmap of change ahead and prepare 
accordingly. The Woolard Review urged the FCA to act “without 
delay” and, as such, providers are expecting change and should be 
thinking proactively about their role, putting consumer protection 
firmly at the forefront and looking to adapt their business models and 
growth strategies as required. 
 
In anticipation of what lies ahead, the Steering Committee on 
Reciprocity – a cross industry forum made up of representatives 
from credit industry trade associations, industry bodies and credit 
reference agencies including TransUnion – has issued new guidance, 
so that BNPL providers can start to adapt their processes and model 
the impact of likely changes on both their business practices and 
consumers credit scores. 
 
The type of credit search recorded varies dependent on the product 
and the stage of the customer journey. If a hard search is carried out 
when a customer first opens a new account, this will be visible to 
other lenders and can impact credit scores and credit application 
decisions. Subsequent soft searches, however, will not be seen by 
other lenders. 
 
CONSUMER IMPACT
Factoring BNPL lending into credit reports will allow consumers to 
better demonstrate their ability to make timely payments. It will help 
them track and understand their spending and the impact of their 
BNPL agreements on their broader financial standing.  
 
Exactly how consumers will react to the changes remains to be seen 
and will undoubtedly impact behaviours in the event of an increased 

ahead of the curve
IMPENDING CHANGES FOR BUY NOW PAY LATER PROVIDERS
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BNPL PROVIDERS HAVE A 

RESPONSIBILITY TO RECOGNISE 

THE ROADMAP OF CHANGE AHEAD 

AND PREPARE ACCORDINGLY

BUY NOW, PAY LATER: WHAT 
IMPENDING REGULATION MEANS 
FOR FINANCE PROVIDERS AND 
CONSUMERS

The buy now, pay later (BNPL) sector has been 
firmly in the spotlight since February this year when 
the Woolard Review, commissioned by the Financial 
Conduct Authority (FCA), highlighted the need 
for increased regulation in this space, to protect 
consumers from taking on too much debt. 
 
Accelerated growth was propelled by the pandemic 
and unregulated BNPL nearly quadrupled last year, 
with five million customers having used this kind of 
payment since March 2020. TransUnion data shows 
37% of UK consumers have used a BNPL product at least 
once within the last twelve months and the expectation 
is that growth will continue, with this sector globally 
anticipated to increase by ten to fifteen times its current 
size by 2025. 
 
And it’s not confined to the retail industry. Consumers can 
spread the cost of purchases with interest-free, short-term 
credit across all manner of goods and services, even for 
holidays which now offer ‘fly now, pay later' options.  
 
Credit innovations such as BNPL have proved timely for 
consumers that have seen their buying power diminished 
by the pandemic, with TransUnion’s Consumer Pulse study 

which has been tracking the financial impact of Covid-19 
showing that nearly a third (32%) of UK households are currently 
negatively impacted. 
 
UPCOMING REGULATION
BNPL or deferred payment credit as the FCA is expected to refer 
to it, spans several different types of products. Some of these 
do not currently appear on a consumer’s credit report, and no 
affordability checks are required to take out the finance, which has 
given rise to concerns that unregulated BNPL threatens to create a 
new generation of debtors.   
 
The aim of new regulation will be to support finance providers 
in ensuring payment plans are affordable and sustainable, whilst 

Stephan Wishart
Director of Fintech
TransUnion (UK)



THE JOURNEY TO THE FCA'S NEW CONSUMER DUTY

Thankfully we are now heading towards the end game of the 
Covid Epidemic fall out, as the vast majority of UK citizens will have 
had their two vaccinations by the end of August. At that stage the 
Government and business alike can take stock and evaluate the new 
world and whether economic and business models need tweaking, 
or potential wholesale change.  
 
Within the last eighteen months we have seen massive changes 
to consumers buying and payment methods which will have a far 
reaching impact going forward. Government, consumer groups and 
the industry should be working together to ensure that the services 
and delivery are appropriate, and perfectly fit the consumers' needs 
as the momentum to change gathers more speed. 
 
The ever constant in this process of post Covid is the consumer who, 
despite technology, age, and information remains fallible with regard 
to ‘wants and needs’, especially in an environment that is bombarding 
potential consumers with wall-to-wall advertising twenty four hours 
a day. Like it or not, the United Kingdom has an economy built on 
consumer spending supported by the financial services sector.  
 
Enhanced affordability regulations and harsher credit scoring have 
increased the danger of no access to necessary regulated credit 
for many consumers. The incessant move to a cashless society, the 
changes that are occurring to credit cut-off rates, an increased APR, 
or reduced credit card limits will bring additional stresses and strains 
to the system. 
 
There has been a debate for some time whether financial services 
firms should be subject to a special duty of care. This is despite the 
fact that financial services has had tough unrelenting regulatory 
changes imposed on the market. 

The FCA has stated that they are under considerable pressure to 
introduce one. The regulator released a consultation paper in May, 
CP21/13  ‘A New Consumer Duty’ that would set clearer, higher 
standards impacting on firm’s culture and conduct.  
 
The proposals are far reaching and require the attention of Directors 
and Senior Managers during the current consultation round, and 
after implementation. The proposals reflect the approach that the 
FCA has increasingly taken in enforcing its powers recently, building 

access denied
CUSTOMERS AT RISK OF BEING BLOCKED FROM ACCESS TO CREDIT

13

THERE IS A RISK THAT THE 

PROPOSED NEW CONSUMER DUTY...

WILL BECOME A FERTILE HUNTING 

GROUND FOR CMCS
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on Treating Customers Fairly (TCF), which all CCTA 
members will be very familiar with. Company culture is 
a subject that exercises the minds of boards across the 
world, both large and small, as the common rhetoric is 
that what is measurable is manageable.  
 
The CCTA will be responding to the consultation 
paper and especially in regards to how the FCA 
plans on measuring culture across such a broad 
span of companies, and specifically for the proposed 
measurement processes.  
 
The FCA has said the Consumer Duty would not remove 
consumer responsibility for any decision-making or prevent 
consumers making decisions not in their best interests or 
apply retrospectively to past business. We will be asking for 
clarification from the FCA on what exactly this means.
 
As all members will be aware, the CCTA has been a leader in 
the Access to Responsible Credit campaign. We want to ensure 
consumers are not blocked by default from accessing credit 
through harsh but well-meaning regulation, which has become 
a barrier rather than an assistance. The alternative lending sector 
in particular has been damaged, leaving consumers with poorer 
credit scores and nowhere to borrow from an FCA regulated 
lender, resulting in borrowing from family or illegal lenders.  
 
The CCTA supports proposals that help ensure needs are given 
priority. It is right that firms are expected to put themselves in the 
shoes of the customer, but it is also right that the consumer should 
be fair and honest with the lender. The proposals will represent a 
significant change in how the FCA expects firms to operate. 

It is not clear that the FCA has the skills and experience necessary to 
supervise firms on this basis and enforce the proposed Consumer 
Duty. There is a risk that the proposed new Consumer Duty will 
become a catch-all for complaints, with the FOS able to uphold any 
and all complaints as a result. If so, the new Consumer Duty is likely 
to become a fertile hunting ground for CMC’s. 
 
The consultation is open for comment until 31 July 2021. The FCA 
expects to consult again on proposed changes by the end of 2021 
and make any new rules by the end of July 2022. We welcome any 
feedback or comment from members on the new Consumer Duty. 

Greg Stevens
Chairman 
CCTA



many consumers’ situations to change almost overnight. Those 
who may not have had any specific needs or requirements are now 
in a completely different situation. This is crucial for businesses to 
understand and record so they can tailor responses and behaviour 
accordingly, looking at past and present interactions to provide a fair 
service representative of changing circumstances.  
 
PUTTING IT INTO PRACTICE 
How can businesses ensure it’s used once information is logged? A 
comprehensive picture of a customer’s specific needs isn’t useful 
unless it’s put to good use.  
 
Using data to inform all interactions is key. The right complaints 
management system puts necessary workflows in place to ensure 
certain measures are adhered to. Some customers may need written 
correspondence communicated to them verbally as well or others 
may require a larger font size.  
 
Some consumers may be eligible for payment breaks or additional 
financial support, while others could require the help of a specialist 
department to deal with their current situation. By embedding 
policies and key considerations into organizational frameworks and 
case management lifecycles, it keeps the issue of fair treatment at the 
forefront at all times. 
 
QUALITY CONTROL 
Mistakes can still be made and customers still slip through the net, 
even with robust training and tools. Firms need to put in place 
relevant checks to ensure procedures are being followed to enable 
the fair treatment of all customers, no matter how complex their 
needs. Using QA in conjunction with customer feedback to develop 
and improve best practice helps to raise standards by applying sound 
principles to every customer interaction, not just those who require 
additional help.  
 
This isn’t a massive departure from existing processes, with many 
firms already striving to nurture a culture focussed on customer care. 
But instilling it as best practice is key. Businesses can continually 
improve processes by making full use of the tools available to 
successfully harness the huge amounts of daily data they’re 
collecting. It’s only by accurately identifying customer needs and 
responding accordingly that businesses can deliver the appropriate 
levels of care, treating customers fairly and providing an appropriate, 
personalized response every time. 

in the picture
BEING IN THE KNOW ON YOUR CUSTOMERS CIRCUMSTANCES
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Jack Jones
Product Manager 
Aptean Respond

A COMPREHENSIVE PICTURE 

OF A CUSTOMER'S SPECIFIC 

NEEDS ISN'T USEFUL UNLESS 

IT'S PUT TO GOOD USE

HOW TO ENSURE CUSTOMERS ARE TREATED FAIRLY 
 
The fair treatment of vulnerable customers is a key issue for the 
financial services industry. The coronavirus pandemic has moved 
customer vulnerability further up the priority list with the Financial 
Conduct Authority’s guidance in the UK bringing some welcome 
clarity and structure to a foggy issue. So how can organisations 
ensure they’re treating customers fairly and dealing with every 
customer according to their individual needs? 
 
IDENTIFY ANY ISSUES
The number one priority for firms is to ascertain exactly what their 
customers need. Some customers may not be aware that they have 
any specific requirements, while others may not wish to disclose 
any needs, with some actively trying to hide their situation. It’s vital 
that frontline employees have the skills and tools at their disposal 
to identify any undisclosed or hidden needs and record these 
needs accurately. 
 
This includes picking up particular verbal clues or behaviours, 
listening for background noise which might indicate a specific 
need and recognising a customer’s inability to understand 
certain information. Seemingly insignificant details can reveal 
hidden insight, making it imperative that all potentially useful 
information is logged accurately. 
 
ROBUST RECORD KEEPING  
How data is logged is vitally important. Disparate systems 
and silos of information can deliver an incomplete picture 
of the customer. It’s possible to build up a comprehensive 
picture of the customer with a centralised complaint 
management system that captures every customer 
interaction across multiple communications channels. 

The result is a single version of the truth for every future 
interaction, ensuring employees have access to a 
holistic view of the customer at any one time. This 
record of all interactions can uncover further specific 
needs with patterns of behaviour helping to identify 
any issues that need to be considered when dealing 
with a particular customer. 

 
Accurate and consistent record keeping has been 
particularly useful this year. The pandemic caused 
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FCA CONSULTING ON A NEW CONSUMER DUTY 

SOURCE  FCA   •   DATE  14 May 2021

The Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) is consulting on 
proposals for a new Consumer Duty that would set clearer 
and higher expectations for firms’ standards of care towards 
consumers. The FCA wants to see a higher level of consumer 
protection in retail financial markets, where firms are 
competing vigorously in the interests of consumers. The 
Consumer Duty will have three key elements, which firms will 
need to adhere to: 

• a new Consumer Principle, which will reflect the overall
standards of behaviour the FCA expects from firms in retail
financial markets

• cross-cutting rules setting three key requirements for firms,
to take all reasonable steps to avoid foreseeable harm to
customers and to enable customers to pursue their financial
objectives, and to act in good faith

• a suite of rules and guidance setting detailed expectations
for firm conduct around four specific outcomes:
communications, products and services, customer service and
price and value.

The feedback deadline is 31 July 2021. The FCA expects to 
publish a second consultation by 31 December 2021, and will 
make any new rules by 31 July 2022. A webinar is now available.

FCA UPDATES WEBPAGE ON CONSUMER CREDIT 
INFORMATION SHEETS

SOURCE  FCA   •   DATE  25 May  2021

The FCA has updated its webpage on consumer credit 
information sheets to highlight the publication of a number of 
revised information sheets:

Arrears
Default
High-cost short-term loans
High-cost short-term loans, peer-to-peer lenders
Arrears, peer-to-peer lending

Firms are required to use the new versions of the information 
sheets from 25 October 2021.

UPDATED FCA GUIDANCE: CHANGE OF FIRM'S 
LEGAL STATUS

SOURCE  FCA   •   DATE  1 June  2021

The FCA updated its webpage on how to apply for FCA 
authorisation. The updated section is about changes to a firm's 
legal status.

If there is a change to a firm’s legal status, the applicant will 
need to submit a new firm authorisation application and sign 
a Deed Poll declaration. This requires the firm to deal with any 
complaints from existing customers in the same way that it 
would customers of the new legal entity.

The FCA has introduced this requirement to prevent firms 
leaving behind their obligations to their customers by 
changing their legal entity. Before any applications are 
approved, the FCA will ask applicants to cancel the previous 
entity's permissions.

FOS ANNUAL COMPLAINTS DATA PUBLISHED 

SOURCE  FOS   •   DATE  25 May  2021

The Financial Ombudsman Service (FOS) published its annual 
complaints data for the 2020/21 financial year (April 2020 to 
March 2021) with commentary and insight.  

The overall number of new complaints received by the 
FOS increased by 2% to 278,033, compared to the 271,468 
complaints received in the 2019/20 financial year. 

Unaffordable lending was the most complained about issue, 
with 57,571 complaints. Home credit products had the highest 
uphold rate, with 83% of resolved complaints being upheld. 

best 
behaviour?

avoiding
the issue

the latest
model

boiling 
over?
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https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/consultation/cp21-13.pdf
https://webinars.fca.org.uk/consumer-duty/join
https://www.fca.org.uk/firms/information-sheets-consumer-credit
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/information-sheets/arrears-may-2021-cmyk-a4.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/information-sheets/default-may-2021-cmyk-a4.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/information-sheets/high-cost-short-term-loans-may-2021-cmyk-a4.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/information-sheets/high-cost-short-term-loans-p2p-may-2021-cmyk-a4.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/information-sheets/arrears-p2p-may-2021-cmyk-a4.pdf
https://www.fca.org.uk/firms/authorisation/how-to-apply
https://www.financial-ombudsman.org.uk/news-events/financial-ombudsman-service-publishes-annual-complaints-data-202021
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FINANCIAL SERVICES ACT 2021: ROYAL ASSENT 
AND PUBLICATION 

SOURCE  HM Treasury   •   DATE  29 April  2021

HM Treasury published a press release, calling Royal Assent for 
the Financial Services  2019-21 a ‘major milestone’ in the UK's 
plans to develop a regulatory regime workable for the UK that 
will enable it to capture opportunities in the global economy.  

The Act makes a number of changes to the financial services 
framework including:

• Section 29 obliges the FCA to consult publicly on whether it
should make general rules around a duty of care to
consumers;

• Section 35 amends the Financial Guidance and Claims
Act 2018 to enable the proposed Statutory Debt Repayment
Plan (SDRP) to be set up. The SDRP would enable those with
unmanageable debts to enter into an agreement with their
creditors to repay their debts in a realistic timeframe; and

• Section 37 gives HM Treasury the power to bring unregulated
interest-free buy-now pay-later (BNPL) products into the
scope of FCA regulations

NEW SCHEME TO GIVE PEOPLE IN PROBLEM DEBT 
BREATHING SPACE LAUNCHED 

SOURCE  Insolvency Service   •   DATE  4 May 2021

The new statutory debt respite scheme, more commonly 
known as Breathing Space, was introduced on 4 May. 

Under the scheme, people will be given legal protections from 
their creditors for sixty days, with most interest and penalty 
charges frozen, and enforcement action halted. They will also 
receive professional debt advice to design a plan which helps 
to get their finances back on track. 

The Insolvency Service is responsible for delivering Breathing 
Space. It has developed and will maintain an electronic service 
used by debt advisers for starting, updating and ending a 
Breathing Space. 

The Insolvency Service will send notifications to creditors and 
their agents about a Breathing Space. It is also responsible 
for maintaining a private register of individuals in a Breathing 
Space or whose Breathing Space ended or was cancelled in 
the past fifteen months. The Insolvency Service has produced 
guidance for creditors. 

The Insolvency Service Creditor Portal went live on 28 June. 
This should help to make some of the communications 
around Breathing Space quicker and easier.

INSOLVENCY SERVICE – NEW MEASURES TO HELP 
VULNERABLE PEOPLE IN DEBT

SOURCE  Insolvency Service   •   DATE  29 June 2021

The Insolvency Service announced changes to the eligibility 

criteria for a debt relief order (DRO).

The changes will mean the level of debt at which people can 
apply for a DRO increase from £20,000 to £30,000. 

It is expected that over 13,000 more people may use DROs in 
the next twelve months compared to 2019.

Other changes include increases in:

• The threshold on the value of assets that a debtor can hold
and be eligible to enter into a DRO from £1,000 to £2,000;

• The value of a single motor vehicle that can be disregarded
from the total value of assets from £1,000 to £2,000; and

• The level of surplus income received by the debtor before
payments should be made to creditors from £50 to £75 per month.

ICO ENFORCEMENT ACTION

SOURCE  ICO   •   DATE  May/June 2021

The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) announced a 
number of fines, including:

• Leeds firm fined £200,000 for illegal nuisance calls

• A home improvement company fined £130,000 for making 
more than 900,000 nuisance calls;

• A national takeaway pizza company fined for unlawfully 
sending marketing messages to its customers;

• Three companies fined £415,000 for nuisance marketing;

• A credit card issuer fined for sending 4 million unlawful emails.

major 
milestone

life 
preserver

space 
to breathe?

not playing 
around
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https://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2021/22/pdfs/ukpga_20210022_en.pdf
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/debt-respite-scheme-breathing-space-guidance/debt-respite-scheme-breathing-space-guidance-for-creditors
https://www.gov.uk/government/news/new-measures-to-help-vulnerable-people-in-problem-debt
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2021/06/nuisance-calls-land-home-improvements-company-with-a-130-000-fine-from-the-ico/
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2021/06/ico-fines-national-takeaway-pizza-company/
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2021/06/ico-fines-three-companies-415-000-for-nuisance-marketing/
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2021/05/amex-fined-for-sending-four-million-unlawful-emails/
https://ico.org.uk/about-the-ico/news-and-events/news-and-blogs/2021/07/leeds-firm-fined-200-000-for-illegal-nuisance-calls/


BROKER OVERSIGHT - PLEASE MIND THE GAP

Lenders being subject to regulatory obligations for oversighting 
their credit brokers are nothing new – the OFT "Credit brokers 
and intermediaries guidance" in 2011 set out the expectation for 
lenders to take responsibility for the actions or omissions of their 
brokers and take reasonable steps to satisfy themselves that business 
associates (including brokers) weren't engaging in unfair business 
practices or acting unlawfully.  

Since the FCA became responsible for regulating consumer credit 
in April 2014, lenders have had obligations under CONC to oversight 
their brokers and ensure they have the correct permissions . Broker 
oversight has therefore been a key regulatory focus for some time, 
but never has it been a hotter topic or indeed more apparent that 
there is a gap between what lenders are doing in practice and what 
the FCA expects of them. 

To stretch the public transport theme of this article's title – we have 
waited some time for a communication from the FCA on what their 
expectations are for oversighting credit brokers and where they see 
issues in the market, and now lots have arrived at once.

FCA LETTERS AND BROKER SURVEY
The FCA's Dear CEO letter to Third Party Finance Providers and 
their Credit Broker Portfolio Letter both give an insight into where 
the FCA sees potential problems for lenders and their brokers. In 
life monitoring and controls, ongoing training of intermediary staff, 
broker involvement in the customer journey and clear customer 
communications are particularly prevalent themes. 

In addition, the FCA has recently kicked off their credit broker survey, 
which it appears will be used to gather information to help the FCA 
understand to what extent brokers hold the incorrect credit broking 
permission or in fact hold unnecessary permissions. 

REGULATORY CHANGE
Sitting alongside this direct intervention and communication 
with the market are a number of other regulatory initiatives with 
implications for credit brokers. 

One outcome of the Woolard Review will be the bringing of exempt 
buy now, pay later lending within the regulatory perimeter, which 
it is anticipated will lead to up to 60,000 new firms carrying out 
the regulated activity of credit broking. A large proportion will be 
retailers, some of whom will have very little historic or sophisticated 
understanding of what operating in a regulated space entails. 

When the FCA finalises its approach to the new Consumer Duty in 
2022 we may also see a widening of the broker oversight regulatory 
"gap" for some firms, as the FCA's current proposals are broad 
enough to re-inforce the obligation on lenders to take responsibility 
for their intermediaries and the way they interact with customers. 

COMMISSION DISCLOSURE
Finally, the FCA's new rules in CONC earlier this year imposed 
additional commission disclosure requirements on credit brokers. 
Lenders and brokers alike have been grappling with how best to 
comply with those requirements. That has been further complicated 
by the recent Wood & Pengelly Court of Appeal judgment on 
commission disclosure. 

That follows a long line of previous commission disclosure cases, 
but it has really served to focus the industry's minds on the potential 
lowering of the bar for borrower claims – on the basis that failure 
to disclose commission satisfactorily to a borrower may give them 
the right to either raise a claim for the amount of the commission 
payment or in certain circumstances argue that the underlying loan 
itself is rescindable. 

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN?
Lenders should review their terms of business agreements to 
ensure they impose clear obligations on the broker in respect 
of commission disclosure and indeed its compliance with other 
applicable regulatory requirements. In addition, lenders should 
revisit their in-life monitoring of brokers' adherence to the terms of 
their broker agreement, for example by carrying out regular sample 
customer assurance reviews to ensure brokers are satisfying their 
contractual obligations in practice. A robust oversighting process will 
help lenders mind the gap and avoid finding themselves positioned 
too close to the edge of the FCA's regulatory requirements. 

UNDISCLOSED COMMISSION - A SOURCE OF RELIEF? 

The failure by a broker to disclose to a borrower that the lender will 
be paying commission to the broker can in certain circumstances 
enable the borrower to unwind the loan, without having to pay 
interest and the lender having to pay the commission to the broker. 
In March 2021, the Court of Appeal (CoA) lowered the bar for 
borrowers seeking such relief.

COURT OF APPEAL'S JUDGEMENT
The appeal raised three issues: (i) Is a fiduciary relationship between 
borrower and broker a necessary pre-condition for the grant of relief 
against the lender? (ii) Did a fiduciary relationship exist between the 
borrower and the broker? (iii) Are the commissions that were paid 
‘half-secret commissions’ (i.e. where the borrower knows that a 
commission may be paid but not the amount)?

Fiduciary relationship?  
The CoA confirmed that it is not necessary to establish a fiduciary 
relationship where the broker is under a duty to provide information, 
advice or recommendation on an impartial or disinterested basis.

Broker’s Duty?  
On the broker’s terms and conditions and the court’s findings of fact, 
the broker “…was under a duty to make a disinterested selection of 
product to put to its clients in each case”.   

Secret commission?  
The borrowers knew, or would have known, had they read the 
broker’s terms of business, that the broker might be paid fees by 
the lender. The borrowers were not told the amounts. Where 
commission is half-secret, the court has a discretion to award the 

most appropriate remedy, which could (but would not necessarily 
mean) unwinding the loan. The broker’s terms and conditions stated 
the broker “may” receive fees from lenders and the broker “will” tell 
the borrower of any such amount. The Court concluded that these 
terms “imposed an unqualified obligation on the broker to inform the 
borrower, before a mortgage was taken out, of the amount of the fee”.  

The court held that, absent the required notification, the borrowers 
did not know that commission might be paid and were entitled to 
conclude that no commission was to be paid . 

SUMMARY
This decision is a reminder of the need to ensure that any commission 
payable to a broker is adequately disclosed to the borrower.  

If a broker is under a duty to provide information, advice or 
recommendations on an impartial or disinterested basis and fails to 
adequately disclose commission payable by a lender, a court may 
unwind the loan with the result that: (i) the borrower will have to 
repay the loan to the lender (without interest); (ii) the lender will have 
to repay any payments made by the borrower together with the 
commission paid by the lender to the broker.

Lenders should: (i) review their process to ensure that any commission 
payable to a broker is adequately disclosed to the borrower; and 
(ii) consider whether their trading agreements with brokers afford
adequate protection (e.g. by way of an indemnity) should a borrower
claim rescission following a broker’s failure to disclose.

The decision relates to a secured loan but applies to all credit, 
including hire purchase, leasing, conditional sale (and is not limited 
credit is regulated by the Consumer Credit Act). 
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Over the last two years we have seen the government make a huge 
shift towards helping debtors manage their finances and their 
mental wellbeing. While this is fantastic for debtors, creditors are 
forced to jump through more hoops and over more hurdles to bring 
the cash in. Below are a few of the changes and what creditors must 
do to stay compliant:

1. DEFAULT NOTICES
One of the first changes was to Default Notices sent to customers 
under a regulated agreement (set out in the Consumer Credit 
(Enforcement, Default and Termination Notices) (Coronavirus) 
(Amendment) Regulations 2020) effective from 2 December 2020.

For over forty years a default notice followed a prescribed form 
required by the Consumer Credit Act 1974 but it was felt this had 
a negative impact on a debtor’s wellbeing and thus changed to be 
more user friendly.  The changes were predominantly in relation to 
font and not using SHOUTY CAPITALS.  It did, however, double the 
period before a creditor can take action and highlighted the use of 
the one-third rule.

2. BREATHING SPACE
We then saw the new Debt Respite Scheme, known as a Breathing 
Space, come into force on 4 May 2021 whereby The Debt Respite 
Scheme (Breathing Space Moratorium and Mental Health Crisis 
Moratorium) (England and Wales) Regulations 2020 gives an 
individual in debt the right to legal protection from creditors.  It does 
not apply to businesses.  

There are two types: 'Standard' and 'Mental Health Crisis'. For both, 
the creditor must pause contact, enforcement and freeze interest 
and charges on debts.  A debtor is allowed one Breathing Space in 
each twelve month period so it is likely that several Breathing Spaces 
could be granted over the life of an agreement. 

Whilst most debts fall into a Breathing Space there are some 
exceptions i.e. secured debts, child maintenance and student loans.  
A full list of exceptions can be found on the government website.  
Any new debts incurred during a Breathing Space are not qualifying 
debts, neither are new arrears on a secured debt.

In a recent case of Axnoller Events Ltd v Brake and another (Costs) 
[2021] the High Court dealt with a point relating to costs and 
Breathing Space.

The Court had ordered the Brakes to pay costs on an indemnity basis, 
to be assessed if not agreed.  When it came to assessment, Mrs Brake 
alleged that Mr Brake had entered a Mental Health Crisis Moratorium 
and making an order for costs would affect his mental health.

The Judge reviewed the regulations and found the word “Debt” was 
not defined in the regulations. The costs order was made several 
days before the moratorium but did not create a debt, only an 
unliquidated, contingent liability.  The Judge decided that any costs 
order made now ordering a sum to be paid on account would create 
a qualifying debt, but not a moratorium debt.  It therefore made a 
costs order against the Brakes.

Remember, when a Breathing Space ends, a creditor can commence 
recovery unless a DRO, IVA or Bankruptcy are in place and include 
interest, fees, penalties, and charges added from the date it ends.

3. UPDATE TO INFORMATION SHEETS
The latest update is to Information Sheets sent to customers in 
arrears or default (required by the Consumer Credit Act 1974 (s86A)) 
and comes into force on 25 October 2021.

The Information Sheets inform consumers about their rights and 
responsibilities, and where they can get help.  Whilst the old style 
Information Sheet was very factual, brief and to the point, the new 
Information Sheet is colourful, friendly and provides much more 
information on how a debtor can manage this and their wellbeing. 
The new Information Sheets can be found on the FCA website.

ADVICE TO CREDITORS
Undertake extensive underwriting before entering agreements. 
Make sure notices and letters are compliant. Errors can lead to 
unnecessary delays. Lastly, don’t delay on recovery action. Early 
action often promotes early settlement.

https://www.creditstrategy.co.uk/events/


new members
Cashflows Europe Ltd   •  Cambridge

Alph L&C Ltd   •  Clacton on Sea

TFS Loans Ltd   •  Raleigh

The CCTA has been making some changes to improve the 
services we offer to members via our website. The aim is to 
make it as easy as possible to access the CCTA team and 
relevant materials. 

The Advice Line is now available in the Member Hub, accessed 
via the CCTA website. Members can now submit any requests 
through this page, allowing us to monitor what is being seen 
across the membership. Some members have already been 
making use of this in recent weeks. 

Downloadable materials have been placed in the new 
Resources page within the Member Hub. These will include 
consultation papers and packs from CCTA events. 

We have also added a Communications Archive filled with all 
the emails that have been sent out to members so far this year. 
These can all be filtered which should make it easier to locate 
material relevant to your role and organisation. 

An Activity Feed is also coming soon to the Member Hub and 
will provide a snapshot view of the latest CCTA activity, to 
allow you to keep up to date on developments. 

CCTA WEBSITE 
IMPROVEMENTS & UPGRADES
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CCTA SUMMER 2021 SUMMIT 
30 JUNE 2021  •  110 DELEGATES

Thank you to all our members that joined our Summer 
Summit. Once again, we were joined by a range of different 
companies from across the CCTA membership. This session 
was a mixture of presentations and a panel session. 

Chad Reimers, Head of Marketing Strategy (UK) for TransUnion, 
opened the summit, exploring how consumers have been 
impacted by Covid-19 and the ways in which lenders have 
responded. He also talked about emerging trends and the shift 
in how consumers are choosing to interact with firms. 

Karen Taylor of Themis Consultancy spoke about the FCA’s 
Tailored Support Guidance, and what firms need to consider 
as we move beyond the pandemic. There are some complex 
scenarios for lenders to think about.

Lastly, we held a panel on conduct, with CCTA Council 
member Mark Fiander from GAIN Credit. He was able to share 
his insights about engaging with the regulator and embedding 
necessary requirements within firms.

https://www.ccta.co.uk/members-the-hub/advice-line/
https://www.ccta.co.uk/members-the-hub/resources/
https://www.ccta.co.uk/members-the-hub/communications-archive/


Perch Capital has continued to grow in FY21 with key 
appointments laying down the structure for future success.

The past twelve months has seen the board bolstered by the 
appointments of Gary Edwards as Chief Information Officer, 
Steve McNicholas as Chief People Officer, and Andrew Bartle 
as Non-Executive Director. 

These three appointments complement our existing board 
and bring over eighty years’ combined finance and debt 
purchase experience, with Andrew having been the founder 
and former Chief Operating Officer of Lowell Financial where 
Gary also spent eight years as Group CIO. Steve’s background 
extends to executive leadership roles with UK banks including 
RBS and Santander.

Further recruitment included the appointment of Marco Pace 
as Business Development Manager. Marco holds over thirty 
years industry experience, holding senior client relationship 
roles with Intrum Justitia, Robinson Way, and Bluestone Credit 
Management. 

These significant appointments for Perch reflect their intent to 
further develop and grow the business.

NEW VRS AWARE PRODUCT 
NOW BEING OFFERED TO 

ARYZA CUSTOMERS

PERCH CAPITAL BOLSTER 
THEIR BOARD AND BUILD 

FOR SUCCESS

It will be no surprise to hear that post Covid collections and 
forbearance, and vulnerability are top of the agenda for every 
consumer credit business, and that’s why we chose these as 
the topics for our May and June Round Tables. 

The key aspects of the Tailored Support Guidance (TSG) 
appear to have provided clarity for many; however, some 
firms remain uncertain as to how best identify which 
consumers are at risk of harm. Defining business risk 
thresholds in relation to good customer outcomes is certainly 
a reasonable starting point. Equally important is ensuring all 
decisions and the rationale for them are discussed prior to the 
implementation of updated policies and procedures, as this 
provides opportunity for internal challenge as to why certain 
actions are being taken (and others not). 

The updated vulnerability guidance, whilst a separate 
piece of guidance, undoubtedly cuts across the TSG and 
will remain crucial as lenders work with consumers as we 
exit the pandemic. Understanding the different types of 
vulnerability which may impact customers and creating ways 
of identifying, managing and reducing the potential for harm 
from these will be key. Firms which do this, and which review 
and monitor the effectiveness (or otherwise) of their policies 
and procedures will undoubtedly stand out.     

Having joined the Vulnerability Registration Service (VRS) 
back in April, Aryza is now offering all lenders using the Aryza 
Sentinel Loan Management system access to the newest VRS 
product, VRS Aware. 

VRS Aware provides ongoing visibility of vulnerability, rather 
than a perspective at one point in time, alerting organisations 
when a vulnerability occurs or changes and ensuring any 
further communication or action is appropriate.

Paul O’Sullivan, Aryza Lending Division CEO, commented: 
“It’s important that lenders are alerted as quickly as possible 
when the circumstances of their customers change, to 
avoid causing further stress and we’re confident that the 
implementation of VRS Aware will ensure a more efficient 
process all round.” 

Helen Lord, Director of The Vulnerability Registration 
Service continued: “We’ve seen an increase in the number of 
organisations joining the VRS which is a really positive step 
and we are delighted that our partnership with Aryza will give 
more organisations access to VRS Aware.”

THEMIS CONSULTANCY 
DETAIL THEIR ROUND TABLE 

DISCUSSION TOPICS

GAIN CREDIT WIN 'RESPONSIBLE 
LENDER OF THE YEAR' CREDIT 

EXCELLENCE AWARD

GAIN Credit are delighted to share the news that they won 
‘Responsible Lender of the Year’ at the 2021 Credit Excellence 
Awards. The Credit Excellence Awards have established 
themselves as a real judge of excellence in the industry. 
Applicants compete to win one of only ten awards, and to be 
on a finalists’ shortlist of only three. They are unique because 
applications for each category are open to the whole range 
of the industry in those sectors. Each award is judged by a 
unique panel of three industry experts.

GAIN Credit’s entry explained how they use technology 
to improve how they treat customers in vulnerable 
circumstances. They felt this was particularly important during 
2020 and 2021, with their customers facing new kinds of 
difficulties on a wide scale.

Mark Fiander, CEO of Consumer Lending, said “We’re 
incredibly pleased to win this award. We constantly invest in 
making sure we embed a responsible approach to lending 
throughout our business, for example, using new data sources 
to get greater insight into people’s circumstances or making 
sure all processes are aligned in driving good outcomes for 
customers. Improving is a continual process. As new tools, 
techniques, and data come online, we will continue to 
push the boundaries and ensure we lend responsibly. We’re 
delighted our efforts have been recognised.”
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I recently had the pleasure of hosting a Summit wholly dedicated 
to vulnerability.  It’s clear that vulnerability is high on the agenda 
for all of us, particularly with the potential debt tsunami which is 
threatening to arrive, but are we doing enough?  To use a phrase 
used by one of the speakers at the event: “We need to understand 
more, care more and do more”.

Pre and post Covid, one thing that remains is the significant number 
of vulnerable consumers struggling to interact with financial 
services. The FCA Financial Lives Survey reports there are around 
24m adults displaying characteristics of vulnerability; 45% of those 
with low financial resilience, that’s almost 11m UK adults.

The report goes on to quote that 57% of people with low capability 
about money and finances felt overwhelmed or stressed speaking 
to financial service providers.  16% of the same group felt they had 
fallen into debt which may have been avoidable, if they had better 
understood their options.  These are some eye watering stats and 
hints towards the fact that more can, and should, be done.

The FCA gave a very clear message that we MUST all be able 
to demonstrate how we are giving vulnerable customers a fair 
outcome.  Identifying needs, training teams and measuring 
capability, supported with ongoing monitoring and evaluation. It’s 

actually just good business practice when you think about it, and 
they’ll continue to hold us all to account and follow up with an 
evaluation in 2023/24.

Data sharing was another hot topic at the Summit, as there would be 
an obvious benefit to consumers – but only if we get it right.  There’s a 
lot of work to do to iron out the practical challenges with a ‘single data 
source’, but one that certainly needs investigating more.  Organisations 
should be looking into how they can work better with their partners 
and peers in the industry, to confidently and compliantly share data, to 
improve the overall experience of our customers.

Of course, it’s not only our customers who can be vulnerable and 
need our care – our colleagues are also at risk and need attention.  
As leaders, we need to share our lived experiences and ensure 
we’re creating open environments for our teams, to feel they can 
talk openly and share their circumstances, so we can help from the 
inside out too.

It’s important to empower our teams and sharing these highlights 
should bring them to the forefront of our minds when designing 
processes, agreeing customer outcomes or talking to partners 
about the need to deliver exceptional outcomes for all customers, 
particularly those demonstrating signs of vulnerability.

going the extra mile on vulnerability

As a result, the FCA is placing greater pressure on firms to introduce a 
higher level of consumer protection in retail financial markets, where 
they are often competing vigorously in the interests of consumers. 

This new Consumer Duty will hold firms accountable to a higher 
standard of care and will likely require a significant shift in terms 
of both culture and behaviour. However, for firms that get it 
right, this new requirement could be an opportunity to not 

only retain customers by providing good outcomes, but 
also to differentiate themselves from the competition on 
customer service. 

WHAT IS CONSUMER DUTY?
According to the FCA, the Consumer Duty will require 
firms to:

• ask themselves what outcomes consumers should
be able to expect from their products and services

FCA consults on consumer duty

In May, the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA) published its Consumer 
Duty Consultation (CP21/13), with an aim to set higher expectations for 
the standard of care that firms provide to consumers. 

These proposals will significantly raise the expectations placed on 
firms in terms of monitoring and increasing standards to create 
better customer outcomes. Naturally, responsibility for ‘accountable 
individuals’ will increase too. 

Below, we explore these expectations and look at how long firms 
have to prepare for the potential changes.

UNDERSTANDING THE PROPOSALS
The FCA believes that consumers’ ability to make good decisions can 
be impacted by various factors, including their weaker bargaining 
position, irregularities of information, lack of understanding or 
behavioural biases. As we know, these factors can be intensified 
when customers are vulnerable.  

• act to enable rather than hinder these outcomes
• assess the effectiveness of their actions

The Consumer Duty consists of three key elements; the consumer 
principle, the ‘cross-cutting rules’ and the ‘four outcomes’. Let’s 
dissect these further.

The consumer principle will set out a clear tone for firms and the 
language used will reflect the overall standards of behaviour the FCA 
will come to expect moving forwards. For example, the wording 
being consulted on is 'A firm must act to deliver good outcomes for 
retail clients’ or 'A firm must act in the best interests of retail clients’.

Developing on this, the ‘Cross-cutting Rules’ provide guidance on 
how businesses should be conducting themselves in practice. For 
example, the FCA expects firms to: 
1. Take all reasonable steps to avoid foreseeable harm to consumers
2. Take all reasonable steps to enable consumers to pursue their
financial objectives
3. To act in good faith

These behaviours will be expected to be enshrined in all activities, 
from high-level strategic planning to customer interactions.

Lastly, the ‘Four outcomes’ is a suite of rules and guidance  
that set more detailed expectations for firms in relation to key 
elements in the firm-customer relationship: Communications, 
Products and Services, Customer Service, Price and Value.

NEXT STEPS
The FCA is inviting feedback by 31 July 2021. We would advise all 
firms to read the paper, regardless of whether they wish to feedback 
or not, as something that could impact governance, culture and 
process moving forwards. The FCA then expects to consult again on 
the proposed rule changes by 31 December 2021, with the final rules 
set to be introduced by 1 August 2022.
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CUSTOMERS EXPECT LENDERS TO PAY OUT QUICKLY. 
BUT HOW QUICKLY DO YOU EXPECT TO BE PAID BACK?  

Customers expect lenders to pay out quickly. But how quickly do 
you expect to be paid back?  

During the Covid-19 pandemic, 68% of small and medium 
businesses in the UK reported a negative impact on cash flow, and, 
for any business where success is built on supplying funding to 
others, having access to working capital is crucial.  

Without it, finance providers are limited in the levels of business they 
can underwrite and could find their business development efforts 
shackled. Losing out on new credit and loan customers because 
the funding is unavailable is a tough pill to swallow at any time – but 
especially in the current climate when revenue and new business are 
hard to come by. 

Improving efficiency in the way businesses manage money can have 
a huge impact, and there are several tricks they can deploy to help 
improve business fluidity. 

Lenders today operate in a fast-evolving digital landscape, and it’s 
tough to keep up with the rapid pace of innovation. Working with 
external technology partners who can help them to optimise all 
parts of their value chain is a smart approach, providing them with 
the agility, expertise, and data to react quickly to opportunities and 
gain a competitive advantage.

Harnessing technology enables lenders to get funding to customers 
quickly. Digital advertising, applications, AI and data, credit 
decisioning, and auto-boarding, along with fast cash disbursement 
systems like Visa Direct and Mastercard Send, mean the lead-time 

for a new customer to have funds in their bank account can be 
seamless and almost instant. 

But that’s only the start of the journey – now you need to be paid 
back. And when a customer starts to pay down their loan, you need 
to make sure their payments are approved, processed, and can be 
turned into working capital for your business as quickly as possible.

We work with lenders to help them optimise their revenue by 
improving their payments processing. These businesses really value 
tools that help them understand why payments have been declined 
and partners who tailor their service and commercial arrangements 
to their circumstances.

42% of the businesses we surveyed believe that technology-led 
innovation to improve cash flow is a top priority. Reducing declines 
is one way of dealing with this but speeding up payments for the 
majority of transactions that go through successfully has the 
potential to make a massive difference.

Being able to accelerate card payment settlement on demand 
is a valuable tool: Cashflows’ research shows that three in five 
businesses believe that a method of faster settlement would 
improve their payment process. 

In a world of real-time everything, waiting days for funds to settle feels 
like something from another age. The good news is that you no longer 
need to wait because settlement on your terms is now a reality. 

Statistics sourced from a recent Cashflows whitepaper.  

business development shackled by limited access to working capital?

Nick Dobson
Head of Direct Sales
Cashflows
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The England Illegal Money Lending Team (IMLT) are a specialist unit 
that investigate cases, prosecutes illegal lenders and provides support 
for borrowers in need of assistance. 
 

IDENTIFYING ILLEGAL LENDERS 
What proportion of the public are able to identify an illegal money 
lender? It's easy to spot the clichéd characters we've all seen in 
films and soaps, the ones who generously offer loans only to turn 
nasty when a payment is overdue. They typically come in two forms, 
either the 1950's conman or the slick gangster. However, the IMLT 
can testify that illegal lenders operare in any area and can look like 
anyone. They will be a borrower’s best friend only for the dynamic to 
change rapidly when a payment is missed.

Cath Wohlers, LIAISE Manager with the IMLT says, "The IMLT rely on 
partners to spot the signs that someone might be involved with an 
illegal money lender. These signs can include: 

•  no official paperwork such as a contract or receipts for payment
•  interest rates may fluxtuate dependant on the lender’s mood
•  borrower’s items such as jewellery, passports or bank cards may be 
kept as security

ILLEGAL LENDING BEFORE LOCKDOWN
Before lockdown, any public place in the local area was a feasible 
hunting ground for illegal lenders. Communal places such as the

dangerous waters
THE ILLEGAL MONEY LENDING TEAM ARE HUNTING THE LOAN SHARKS
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AS WELL AS PROSECUTING ILLEGAL 

LENDERS UNDER THE FINANCIAL 

SERVICES AND MARKETS ACT, THE IMLT 

WILL USE THE PROCEEEDS OF CRIME ACT 

LEGISLATION TO TAKE AWAY CRIMINAL 

GAINS FROM ILLEGAL LENDERS

34STAKEHOLDERS

school gates, shops, pubs, clubs, bingo halls, and places of worship 
were all ideal. In reality, illegal money lenders operate in any 
environment where people come together to socialise. 

ILLEGAL LENDING DURING LOCKDOWN 
The lockdown abruply closed the usual workplaces of illegal lenders. 
However, like many of us, they have adapted to working online and 
social media platforms are their new base of operations. 
 
Loan sharks have even turned to online dating sites to target victims. 
The IMLT has received reports of illegal money lenders preying 
on people looking for love online during lockdown. The criminals 
are setting up dating profiles to lure victims into fake romantic 
relationships, only to then trap them in a dangerous cycle of debt. 
 
One victim was tricked into taking out a loan after telling her new love 
interest about her financial problems. She initially borrowed £3,000 
but her debt soon spiralled out of control. She contacted the IMLT for 
help when the loan shark demanded £10,000 and sexual favours to 
pay off her debt. 

In other cases, borrowers have told the IMLT they have been 
blackmailed by loan sharks on social media sites used by the LGBTQ 
community. The illegal lenders have gone so far as to threaten to 
share private photographs if the victim fails to pay their debt. 

Cath Wohlers
LIASE Manager 

Illegal Money Lending Team

PROSECUTING ILLEGAL LENDERS 
As well as prosecuting illegal lenders under the Financial Services and 
Markets Act, the IMLT will use the Proceeds Of Crime Act legislation 
to take away criminal gains from illegal lenders. 

Any money received by the IMLT is then ploughed back into local 
communities with the aim of preventing people being targeted by 
illegal lenders. In the last three years over three quarters of a million 
pounds have been injected into community projects. 

LOAN SHARK ORDERED TO PAY BACK £70,000 
Vincent Hamilton, an illegal lender based in Crewe, was sentenced to 
thirty months in prison in August 2019 after pleading guilty to illegal 
money lending, money laundering and selling illegal tobacco products. 
 
At a confiscation hearing on 30th April this year, Hamilton was 
ordered to repay £70,163 under the Proceeds of Crime Act. The 
IMLT and Cheshire East Council Trading Standards brought the case 
against Hamilton after officers  executed a warrant at his home. 

During the search, they found illicit cigarettes and tobacco with 
a retail value of £8,116 and cash totalling £7,580. A financial 
investigation into Hamilton’s criminal activities revealed that he had 
been lending money illegally since 2012. 

ADVICE FOR REGULATED LENDERS
The IMLT want to help regulated lenders identify those who may have 
fallen victim to an illegal lender. Lenders should be able to identify 
anomalies on open banking or income/expenditure forms. If the 
customer is struggling to repay the loan, it may be due to prioritising 
the repayments to an illegal lender. The IMLT also encourage lenders 
to revisit past applications that explicitly states the loan is required to 
pay outstanding debt from an illegal lender.  

RAISING AWARENESS
The IMLT also aim to raise general awareness of the issue through 
free staff training, publicity materials and social media toolkits to help 
small businesses become 'shark-proof'.

The IMLT also operate a helpline that provides specialist advice 
around the clock for those who have fallen victim to a loan shark 
or know someone who has. Potential victims of this crime are also 
encouraged to visit StopLoanSharks.co.uk and download the Stop 
Loan Sharks app for tailored advice.



LEGAL

Depth and breadth of expertise: With 269 partners and over 900 
lawyers, we have a deep understanding of our markets and sectors.

A global offering: We have thirteen offices worldwide, six UK 
offices and seven overseas, together with a network of likeminded 
law firms around the globe. Where we don’t have offices, we work 
with firms well known to us, to deliver an international capability.

A strong client base: We have instructed over 35 FTSE 100 
companies in the last twelve months. 75% of our clients who have 
been with us for more than ten years.

020 7606 8855 

addleshawgoddard.com

LEGAL

Providing Compliance and Legal services to Consumer Credit 
Businesses since 2014, ALPH Legal & Compliance have worked 
with many firms in all aspects of their business liaising with the 
FCA and ICO.   

As a consumer credit consultancy, compliance with the law, 
regulation and guidance is imperative for the survival of your 
business. Advice is available on: Authorisation and regulatory 
business planning, supervision, crisis management, s166 and 
communicating with the FCA, complaints reporting/root cause 
analysis, creditworthiness and affordability, social media/marketing.

01255 861 697 

alphlegal.com

SOFTWARE / SYSTEMS

Aptean Respond is a world class case and complaint management 
platform that supports every role in your customer experience 
team, from front-line agents and case managers to team leaders 
and executives. From teams of two to teams of thousands.

Respond offers everything you need in one place. With it, your 
team can manage all facets of customer case management, 
facilitate departmental communication, retrieve data, conduct 
root cause analysis, and deep dive into case analytics, all from a 
single platform. Customisable reporting tools are embedded into 
the framework to help you comply with industry regulations.

01604 614 140 

aptean.com
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SOFTWARE / SYSTEMS

Everything in a single platform. Acquired.com helps you unlock 
hidden value, from pay-in to pay-out. We believe there is more 
to payments than processing. By co-creating better payment 
strategies with our customers, our platform can help build deeper 
customer relationships, reduce friction, replace manual processes 
and uncover hidden margin through a deeper understanding of 
payment data and advanced payment technologies.  

We partner with businesses to securely process payments via 
web and mobile. Our technology is designed to deliver greater 
business transparency and intelligence, saving time, cost and 
reducing friction.

0203 982 6580 

acquired.com

https://acquired.com/
https://www.addleshawgoddard.com/en/
https://www.alphlegal.com/
https://aptean.com/en-US
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LEGAL

Brodies LLP is a top 50 UK law firm, headquartered in Scotland. It 
is the largest law firm in Scotland measured by income, directory 
rankings, and lawyer numbers.

We work with our clients in the following core business areas: 
arbitration; banking and financial services; employment; energy; 
litigation; M&A, private equity and IP; real estate; pensions and 
benefits; personal and family and tax.

Our approach to business today is influenced by our history, 
which dates back to the time of the Scottish Enlightenment. That 
approach recognises the individual knowledge and expertise of 
our colleagues and the enlightened thinking that they deliver.

01312 283 777 

brodies.com

SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS

At Cashflows, we create an entire payments ecosystem built 
around what your business needs. We pride ourselves on 
simplifying what has become a jargonised process and offering a 
smoother, faster experience for our customers. 

Our payments technology is purpose built in-house to solve real 
problems - and help your business thrive, maximising payment 
acceptance with a full suite of solutions.

Our highly experienced team have decades of payment specific 
expertise and are dedicated to modernising the payments 
ecosystem for the better.

03301 289 855 

cashflows.com

DEBT PURCHASE / COLLECTION

ARC (Europe) Limited is an industry leading debt collection 
agency that combines outstanding results and exceptional 
client service with fair customer outcomes. We use the latest 
technology to contact customers and offer a rich online self 
service website to allow customers to effectively communicate 
with us.  

We have a great track record of successfully collecting debts 
in the HCSTC and Fintech sectors since 2011. We use our own 
bespoke CRM, which allows us to tailor our services to each 
client’s exact requirements. Speak to us now and see how we can 
deliver the results and service you desire.

01932 251 010 

arceuropeltd.com

SOFTWARE & SYSTEMS

Anchor Computer Systems Ltd were acquired by the Aryza Group 
in December 2020. Our range of lending systems are used by 
over 300 UK Finance Companies.  

These companies operate across a wide range of lending verticals 
including unsecured loans, hire purchase leasing, mortgages, line 
of credit and second charge lending.

We support lending to both consumers and businesses supporting 
the whole loan lifecycle, through modular solutions that support 
customers from origination of loan, through underwriting, eSign, 
loan management, collections management, arrears management 
to settlement pay off.

01248 672 940 

aryza.com

https://www.arceuropeltd.co.uk/
https://www.aryza.com/
https://brodies.com/
https://www.cashflows.com/
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DEBT PURCHASE / COLLECTION

A market-leading collections agency offering a full suite of 
outsourced services with an approach that sets a new standard in 
customer engagement and rehabilitation.

CRS provide technology driven credit management solutions that 
maximise customer engagement ensuring your bad debt volumes 
are kept under control.

With years of industry experience and a full suite of compliant 
end-to-end services, we can help with any stage of the 
collections cycle, leaving you to do what you do best.

01422 324 510 

crscorporate.co.uk

SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE

EQ Credit Services provides advanced consumer credit 
technology and outsourced services to banks, mortgage 
providers and other lending institutions, delivering digitally 
enabled lending solutions to millions of UK consumers.

The company has grown to become the UK’s leading loans 
management and credit technology business and by combining 
agile technology with expertly skilled resource, drives tangible value 
on behalf of its clients, managing credit assets in excess of £20bn.

08448 118 039 

equiniticreditservices.com

ASSOCIATE

Credit Connect is a media news and events company. The news 
site exists to deliver segmented relevant content and information 
to the lending, credit, collections and insolvency sectors.

The brand also includes a number of digital and face to face 
networking events including the Lending Technology Think Tank, 
Collections Technology Think Tank and the Credit & Collections 
Technology Awards plus many more.

01622 437 014 

credit-connect.co.uk

CONSULTANCY

Consumer Credit Advisory Services (CCAS) was formed in 2014 
when, what is now the FCA, took accountability for Consumer 
Credit Compliance from the Office of Fair Trading. 

Our parent company, Regulatory Finance Solutions have a long 
history of providing specialist support in the banking and wealth 
management sectors. We act as a compliance support provider 
to a number of trade bodies and their members, our support 
being right across the consumer credit market, ranging from lease 
broking to debt acquisition, home lending and general insurance. 

We can help provide and support covering permissions, policies 
and procedures, the SM&CR regime, financial promotions, file 
assessment and audit.

01793 209 154 

ccas.co.uk

https://www.ccas.co.uk/
https://www.credit-connect.co.uk/
https://www.crscorporate.co.uk/
https://equiniti.com/uk/services/eq-digital/credit-services/
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LEGAL

For over twenty five years Lightfoots Solicitors have delivered 
tailored solutions for banks, mortgage lenders and financial 
institutions across the UK.

We are small enough to give you a totally personalised service but 
big enough to always have the resource and skill to deliver, and 
are proud to operate in a way that truly puts our clients first.

01844 212 305 

lightfoots.co.uk

SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE

Oyster Bay Systems delivers powerful lending software that 
manages the entire loan lifecycle from point of sale, underwriting,  
agreement management, collections to end of term. Our 
flagship system Vienna is used across several markets, including, 
consumer, retail, motor, asset, lease, wholesale and corporate 
finance. Vienna is deployed throughout the UK and Europe, 
by independent lenders, banks and global captive finance 
companies, to digitalise lending processes and manage millions 
of financial agreements.

Our technology and support enable our customers to meet the 
challenges they face and maximise the opportunities available to 
them in an ever changing world.

01792 797 222 

oysterbaysystems.com

DEBT COLLECTION / PURCHASE

A customer champion Debt Purchaser, having been awarded 
the coveted GOLD accreditation from Investor In Customers 
for two years running. Our growing customer base of c3m is 
proof as to why Lantern is consistently chosen as the trusted 
partner to lenders looking to sell their customer portfolios where 
vulnerability is evident.

Lantern operates at the highest level of corporate governance 
and interpretation of FCA rules and guidance, with the lowest 
upheld complaint levels against those of our peers. Our core 
specialism is managing vulnerable customers carefully through 
the lens of our Single Customer View, across both performing and 
non performing debt portfolios.

01138 876 876 

lanternuk.com

SYSTEMS
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CONSULTANCY

Huntswood is an organisation born of the desire to make a 
positive difference. This has been a key tenet of the company 
since its formation in 1996 and, as such, runs through everything 
we do.

Whether we’re working to improve a client’s reputation with its 
customers, people and regulators, developing the skills of our 
passionate people who make Huntswood unique, or supporting 
local and national charitable causes, our goal remains the same.

03333 217 815 

huntswood.com

https://www.huntswood.com/
https://lanternuk.com/
https://lightfoots.co.uk/
https://www.oysterbaysystems.com/
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SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE

PrinSIX creates dynamic onboarding journeys for consumer 
lenders. It balances the sometimes conflicting demands of 
regulators, customers and lenders to optimise the outcomes for 
each stakeholder. 

PrinSIX replaces the typical ‘one size fits all’ static web forms that 
fail to deliver any stakeholder’s needs well.  PrinSIX builds dynamic 
applicant journeys, capturing applicant behaviour in the journey. 
Every action, every click, every second.  

PrinSIX optimises conversion. Advanced tracking optimise the 
applicant journeys. PrinSIX optimises acquisition. Predictive 
analytics optimise the key commercial KPIs. PrinSIX delivers 
control. Robust controls reduce regulatory risk and optimise 
profitability.

03337 772 954 

prinsix.com

CONSULTANCY

Product Partnerships is a compliance company solely focused 
on consumer credit. We ensure our clients correctly implement 
new procedures when regulations change, sales and complaints 
processes are robust and deliver excellent customer outcomes.

Our approach is bespoke to the needs of each client and whilst 
we have excellent online compliance systems enabling remote 
checking of sales and complaints, we can deliver anything from 
a remote support function through to acting as an in-house 
compliance function. 

Clients can also become a Product Partnerships Appointed 
Representative giving added protection in maintaining an 
effective compliance framework.

01274 921 234 

productpartnerships.com

LEGAL

Restons Solicitors Limited is a specialist law firm with over thirty 
years’ experience of dealing with debt recovery litigation services 
for its clients. Our clients are almost exclusively institutional 
creditors within the financial services sector, being both lenders 
and debtpurchasers.

Restons is focused on the customer; finding solutions that are fair, 
realistic, affordable, and sustainable. Together with our clients, 
employing our best in our class use of data, we support the 
customer’s journey towards financial freedom. Our mission is to 
excel in customer focused collections.

01925 426 100 

restons.co.uk

DEBT COLLECTION / PURCHASE

Perch Capital is a specialist purchaser of defaulted or non-paying 
loans and accounts from a range of UK companies. Perch 
Capital owns all its debts outright and currently has a significant 
borrowing facility with a global credit provider.

Our customers are assessed with our own unique behavioural 
and credit analytical tools and they are then introduced to the 
appropriate servicer for collection activity.  Perch Capital uses a 
mixture of both Group companies as well as a carefully selected 
panel of third-party companies to deliver niche services to 
provide the best experience and outcomes for our customers.

We are passionate in helping customers. We engage via modern 
platforms, simple messaging and seamless interactions. We 
are creative and continually build applications, products and 
processes to improve customer experience. We are hardworking, 
determined and driven to deliver good customer outcomes.

01253 531 250 

perchcapital.co.uk

https://www.perchcapital.co.uk/
https://prinsix.com/
https://www.productpartnerships.com/
https://www.restons.co.uk/
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CREDIT REFERENCE AGENCY

TransUnion is a global information and insights company that 
makes trust possible in the modern economy, by providing a 
comprehensive picture of each person so they can be reliably 
and safely represented in the marketplace. As a result, businesses 
and consumers can transact with confidence and achieve great 
things. TransUnion calls this Information for Good®. 

TransUnion provides solutions that help create economic 
opportunity, great experiences and personal empowerment 
for hundreds of millions of people. In the UK, TransUnion is a 
leading credit reference agency and offers specialist services in 
fraud, identity and risk management, automated decisioning and 
demographics.

01133 884 300 

transunion.co.uk

LEGAL

Walker Morris is a distinctive law firm that consistently delivers 
excellent results to its national and international client base. With 
a staff of 500, we are ranked by independent assessors among the 
top UK law firms.

The firm has an enviable breadth of expertise covering all types 
of retail and wholesale financial services regulation including: 
consumer credit, FCA regulation, anti-money laundering, and 
data protection. We offer a wealth of industry experience. 

Our broad client base includes lenders, credit brokers, debt 
collection agencies, insurers, insurance intermediaries, mortgage 
providers, stockbrokers, private equity houses and trade 
associations.

01132 832 632 

walkermorris.co.uk

SYSTEMS & SOFTWARE

Welcom Digital develops end to end loan management
solutions for the financial services industry.

Welcom’s core platform, Financier, provides an API first fully 
digital automated platform for consumer and commercial credit 
providers providing financial products including unsecured, 
secured and line of credit in a single, scalable solution.

With automated decisioning, appropriate products can be offered 
based on affordability and vulnerability assessment including Open 
Banking to deliver a personalised customer experience 24/7.

08454 565 859 

welcom.co.uk

CONSULTANCY

Personal, practical, solutions focused advice and support is what 
makes our bespoke consultancy stand out from the crowd. 
Balancing compliance, customer and commercial needs is what 
we say we do, and it is exactly what we deliver. 

With more than four decades of experience between us, and 
some of that being on the battleground, we understand the 
challenges businesses face and the outcomes regulators want 
to achieve. We are confident that we can help firms deliver good 
customer outcomes in a commercially viable way, and support in 
evidencing this to the regulator.     

We don’t sub-contract work to others, so our clients get our 
full commitment and dedication. Whether you need help with a 
specific area, or you don’t know what you don’t know and would 
benefit from a compliance gap analysis, or you would like to know 
more about our services, please call us for an informal chat.       

02031 266 818 

themisconsultancy.co.uk
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https://www.themisconsultancy.co.uk/
https://www.transunion.co.uk/
https://www.walkermorris.co.uk/
https://www.welcom.co.uk/


contact us

01274 714 959

ccta.co.uk

info@ccta.co.uk

linkedin

twitter

https://www.linkedin.com/company/consumer-credit-trade-association
https://twitter.com/CCTA_voice
https://www.ccta.co.uk/



